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AI & Telecom Network: AI-enabled intelligent network is the future network
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The core value of AI for telecom networks：Intelligent network operation

Traditional Network 
Manual maintenance+

System assistance

Intelligent Network
Intelligent operation & maintenance + 

Autonomous evolution

Operation and 

maintenance 

personnel

Artificial 

strategy

Auxiliary 

tools

• Artificial obstacle removal

• Post-perception and Post-perception 

(Post-optimization)

• Open-loop planning, construction 

and maintenance

people machine

AI model library & 

off-line training

AI model 

synchronizationReal-time 

Reasoning and 

Control

Basic network

Real-time 

closed-loop 

control

Real-time data

Offline data

AI 

model
Intelligence 

strategy

Data 

platform

• Network self healing

• Foresight (automatic inspection, 

independent evolution)

• Establishment of optimal closed-loop 

for construction and maintenance

 Along with the expansion of the network and the increased number of connections, as well as the virtualization of 

the network, the network operation faces great challenges. It becomes necessary to realize the intelligent network 

with AI and big data.

 The introduction of SDN/NFV laid a foundation for applying AI in telecom networks.
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Explorations of international operators in AI

AT&T published Threat Intellect software

platform, using AI for network security

protection； It made "ACUMOS" AI platform

open source to build an artificial intelligence

industry ecosystem.

Telefonica added AI to Luca, its enterprise

data analysis service; it released the fourth

platform, launched "ARUR" for voice

customer service, and actively explores the

combination of AI and 5G technology.

SK Telecom launched a web version

service development platform

developer.nugu.co.kr based on AI

platform NUGU, and introduced AI

speaker NUGU Mini and other

products.

Softbank worked with NVIDIA to

support AI start-ups in Japan

and promoted university

research programs; Set up the

Softbank Vision Fund to invest in

the AI industry.

NTT launched "corevo" AI platform,

focusing on "assistant AI", "heart AI",

"environment AI" and "network AI".

An AI system was developed to

improve the efficiency of arranging

outdoor work.

Vodafone and IBM worked together to set

up a new enterprise, focusing on 5G, AI

and cloud platform construction. And also

expanded the capabilities of its chat robot

TOBi with new voice authentication

services.
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Explorations of China Unicom in AI

AI 

Ecosystem

Technology

Product

Industry 

AI 

Application 

Admin 

Network
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Improving network efficiency,

increasing ROI

Providing intelligent services

Smart Finance
...

Optimizing admin 

Reducing HR costs

Cooperating with government,

industries, universities and

Investment institution and

promoting win-win cooperation

Creating intelligent products

and product-based ecosystem

for consumer and

Industry markets

• Involved in AI open source projects,

standards

•Participating in the construction of

AI industry's technological ecosystem
Network Resource Assessment

Network Planning

Network Knowledge Mining

…

Smart City

Smart Education
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Practices of China Unicom in network AI

 IPRAN Intelligent Alarm Recognition

• The system realized the roots-tracing of network alarm

and has been deployed in China Unicom.

• It has a high accuracy of root-cause location, and plays

a supporting and assistant role in the maintenance and

planning of transmission network.

Average compression rate of offline alarm: ~90%

Average compression rate of online alarm: ~80%

 User Satisfaction Analysis Based on AI

• Based on the AI analysis of user history data, network

quality data, and user satisfaction, it can help operators

improve network performance and service quality,

enhance user satisfaction and increase user stickiness.
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5G & AI supplement and complement each other

• Computing

• Algorithm

• Big data

• Scenarios

• eMBB

• mMTC

• uRLLC

AI 5G

 5G Connectivity
5G network provides excellent

networking services for AI

applications, such as low latency,

broad bandwidth and massive

connectivity.

 5G Edge Capabilities
5G MEC helps AI applications

extend to the edge to realize

edge intelligence.

 5G Network Slices
5G network slice can create a

"private customized" network for

AI applications.

 AI for Terminal Management
Control and management of mass

terminal equipment.

 AI for Network Intelligence
Precise prediction of network 

behavior; Automatic fault recovery; 

Intelligent network planning; 

Automatic network optimization; 

Intelligent management of network 

slices.

 AI for Service Development
AI+5G opens new development

space for services and applications.

5G seems well timed with the rise of AI. AI will strengthen 5G intelligence and 5G will 

provide AI with better network infrastructure capabilities.
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 AI promotes the intelligence of 5G network and improve the overall network performance, as well 

as maintenance and operation efficiency.

AI promotes 5G intelligence

Edge computing 

and AI
Intelligent 

network slices

AI to manage network slicing resources

• Automatic network slice configuration

• Automatic network slice fault recovery

• Optimizing network slice performance

AI and 5G MEC

Edge computing provides key capabilities 

for AI applications, and AI provides support 

for the edge computing applications.

• Intelligent analysis and processing of big 

data at Edge

• Mining data value by introducing AI

AI-powered 

beam mgt

Management

AI-based wireless 

network optimization
AI-powered beam management, 

quick adaptation to change, 

enhancing access experience

• High directional accuracy of beam and 

improvement of coverage

• Minimizing co-channel interference and 

improving performance

• Improving positioning accuracy

Optimizing parameter adjustment strategy; Improving the 

utilization rate of wireless resources and network capacity. Predicting 

user trajectory/service requirements, optimizing content caching and 

enhancing QoE of users.
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5G helps AI application development

 Ultra-broad bandwidth, low latency 5G network and MEC edge computing capabilities provide a 

more effective network environment for AI application development.

Intelligent 

Manufacturing
Internet 

of Vehicles

Intelligent 

Surveillance

Intelligent 

StadiumEdge AI helps Video Surveillance

 Construction of video surveillance system with 

MEC Edge Cloud and Edge AI

Intelligent Driving

 5G, MEC and AI greatly benefit  V2X and 

autonomous driving

Intelligent Industrial Internet

 5G and MEC accelerates the development of 

Industrial Internet and help realize smart 

manufacturing 

5G for 2022 Winter Olympics

 As an official partner of Beijing Winter Olympic Games 

in 2022, China Unicom has launched "Smart 

Stadium“ project based on 5G, MEC and AI

 Applications: video surveillance, 360 degree VR live 

broadcast, virtual torch, etc.
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IP+光网承载平面

应用组件应用层

③云接入与互联服务

面向数据中心的网络（DoN）

云互联

云数据中心+AI 云数据中心+AI

云数据中心+AI云数据中心+AI

②泛在宽带接入

NaaS 网络即服务

虚拟网
络功能

资源
管理

网络
控制

云化
业务

……

④云化网络服务

①超宽带弹性管道

面向用户中心的网络（UoN）

固网
宽带

无线
宽带

移动
宽带

城域汇聚 区域+AI泛
在
接
入

应用组件 应用组件

基础
网元

API API

东西向集成 东西向集成

南向控制

北向开放

面向信息交换
的网络（IoN）

AI训练平台

AI模型注入

大数据分析

边缘+AI

区域+AI

引入AI等新技术，打造中国联通智能、敏捷、集约、开放的CUBE-Net 2.0+网络

云数据中心 云数据中心

云数据中心 云数据中心

区域

边缘

区域

业务协同和编排 AI推理分析平台

移动回传

CUBE-Net 2.0+：AI-powered Intelligent Network based on SDN/NFV

China Unicom’s new generation intelligent network: CUBE-Net 2.0+
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Applying AI to network planning, construction, operation and optimization to accelerate network 

transformation and improve network intelligence.

 Performance analysis

 MR grid assessment

 Big data analysis

 Intelligent design

 Automatic inspection

 Automatic troubleshooting

 Root-tracing of network 

alarm

 Network adjustment and optimization

 Parameter optimization

 RF self-optimization and automatic correction

 Development prediction

 Deployment suggestion

 Intelligent diagnostics

 Control & scheduling 

of Work Order (WO)

 Automatic verification 

of WO

Network Optimization

Network Maintenance 

Network Construction

Network Planning

Today: AI Introduced into current network operation
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AI+SDN/NFV

On different layers of the network (infrastructure and measurement, network control and real-time analysis,

overall intelligence and orchestration), AI capability could be introduced step by step and embedded into

the network system.

Tomorrow: AI-enabled network re-architecture

SDN
（Software-Defined Networking，软件定义网络）

SDN
（Self-Driving Network，自动驾驶网络）
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Summary and Prospect: AI-enabled intelligent operators

Moving towards

the Age of Intelligence

 AI-enabled intelligent network is a 

new trend of telecom network 

development, which has far-reaching 

impact and great potential.

 The application of AI in telecom 

network is still in the early stage and 

needs continuous attention and 

exploration.

 China Unicom will actively conduct 

network AI applications and apply AI 

to improve network operation 

efficiency and service intelligence.

 China Unicom is looking forward to 

working with industry partners to 

promote the development of network 

AI and co-create the new era of 

network intelligence.

Build 

Intelligent 

Network

Achieve 

Intelligent 

Operation

Provide 

Intelligent 

Services

Create 

Intelligent 

Ecosystem
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Thanks！


